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Total Health Connection Strategy 

Importance Of Macronutrient Dense Foods
Cold Exposure & Breathwork

TRE & Fasting 

(Developing Your Why (Y) + Creating Healthy Daily Practises)



A healthy lifestyle can be characterised as a
“Balanced Life” By making “Wise choices” we
can create ‘’Healthy Living’’  the steps, actions
and strategies we take will allow us to achieve

Total Health
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The Paleolithic diet, Paleo diet, caveman diet, or stone-age diet is a
modern diet comprising of foods thought to mirror those eaten by

humans during the Paleolithic era. 
Paleo is higher in protein, which is an important nutrient to build

and maintain muscle.  
The amount of carbohydrates may be inadequate for athletes. The
diet does allow some carbohydrates, but it is still fairly restrictive.
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A plant-based diet or a plant-rich diet is a diet consisting mostly or
entirely of plant-based foods. Plant-based foods are foods derived
from plants with no animal-source foods or artificial ingredients.
While a plant-based diet avoids or has limited animal products, it

is not necessarily vegan.
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The ketogenic diet is a high-fat, adequate-protein, low-
carbohydrate mainstream dietary therapy that in medicine is
used mainly to treat hard-to-control (refractory) epilepsy in
children. The diet forces the body to burn fats rather than

carbohydrates.
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Definition. A low-carb diet limits carbohydrates — such as those
found in grains, starchy vegetables and fruit — and emphasizes
foods high in protein and fat. Many types of low-carb diets exist.
Each diet has varying restrictions on the types and amounts of

carbohydrates you can eat.
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What Is RightWhat Is RightWhat Is Right   
For Me?For Me?For Me?   

https://youtu.be/rhM-BckSBp4
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In Addition To A New Positive Habit OR Goal achievement:

Bronze £10
Silver £15
Gold £20 

 
 


